The results of searches for supersymmetry by the CMS experiment are interpreted in the framework of simplified models. The results are based on data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.73 to 4.98 fb −1 . The data were collected at the LHC in proton-proton collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 7 TeV. This paper describes the method of interpretation and provides upper limits on the product of the production cross section and branching fraction as a function of new particle masses for a number of simplified models. These limits and the corresponding experimental acceptance calculations can be used to constrain other theoretical models and to compare different supersymmetry-inspired analyses.
Introduction
The results of searches for supersymmetry (SUSY) [1] at particle colliders are often used to test the validity of a few, specific, theoretical models. These models predict a large number of experimental observables at hadron colliders as a function of a few theoretical parameters. Most of the SUSY analyses performed by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment present their results as an exclusion of a range of parameters for the constrained minimal supersymmetric standard model (CMSSM) [2] [3] [4] . However, the results of the SUSY analyses can be used to test a wide range of alternative models, since many SUSY and non-SUSY models predict a similar phenomenology. These similarities inspired the formulation of the simplified model framework for presenting experimental results [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Specific applications of these ideas have appeared in Refs. [10, 11] .
A simplified model is defined by a set of hypothetical particles and a sequence of their production and decay. For each simplified model, values for the product of the experimental acceptance and efficiency (A × ) are calculated to translate a number of signal events into a signal cross section. From this information, a 95% confidence level upper limit (UL) on the product of the cross section and branching fraction ([σ × B] UL ) is derived as a function of particle masses. The simplified model framework can quantify the dependence of an experimental limit on the particle spectrum or a particular sequence of particle production and decay in a manner that is more general than the CMSSM. Furthermore, the values of [σ × B] UL can be compared with theoretical predictions from a SUSY or non-SUSY model to determine whether the theory is compatible with data. This paper collects and describes simplified model interpretations of a large number of SUSYinspired analyses performed on data collected by the CMS collaboration in 2011 [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The simplified model framework was also applied by CMS to a limited number of analyses in 2010 [27] . The ATLAS collaboration has published similar interpretations [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of the CMS analyses considered here; Section 3 describes simplified models; Section 4 demonstrates the calculation of the product of the experimental acceptance and efficiency and the upper limits on cross sections; Section 5 contains comparisons of the results for different simplified models and analyses; Section 6 contains a summary.
Simplified models
A simplified model is defined by a set of hypothetical particles and a sequence of their production and decay. In this paper, the selection of models is motivated by the particles and interactions of the CMSSM or models with generalized gauge mediation [41] . For convenience, the particle naming convention of the CMSSM is adopted, but none of the specific assumptions of the CMSSM are imposed. The CMSSM assumptions include relationships among the new particle masses, their production cross sections and distributions, and their decay modes and distributions. In the simplified models under consideration, only the production process for two primary particles is considered. Each primary particle can undergo a direct decay or a cascade decay through an intermediate new particle. Each particle decay chain ends with a neutral, undetected particle, denoted LSP (lightest supersymmetric particle) in text and χ LSP in equations. χ LSP can represent a neutralino or gravitino LSP. The masses of the primary particle and the LSP are free parameters. When the model includes the cascade decay of a mother particle (mother) to an intermediate particle (int), the mass of the intermediate particle depends on m mother , m LSP , and a parameter x, according to the equation m int = x m mother + (1 − x) m LSP .
The value of x can be anywhere in the range from zero to one, but values of x = The simplified models with a T1-, T3-, and T5-prefix are all models of gluino pair production, with different assumptions about the gluino decay. Those with a T2-and T6-prefix are models of squark-antisquark production, with different assumptions on the type of squark or the pattern of squark decay. Those with a TChi-prefix are models of chargino and neutralino production and decay. In the simplified models under consideration, the W and Z bosons decay to any allowed final state. A detailed description of the specific models follows. Table 1 provides a summary.
T1, T1bbbb, T1tttt
The T1 model is a simplified version of gluino pair production. Each gluino undergoes a three-body decay to a light-flavor quark-antiquark pair and the LSP ( g →χ LSP ). Ignoring the effects of additional radiation and jet reconstruction, this choice produces a final state of 4 jets+E T / . The T1bbbb and T1tttt models are modifications of the T1 model in which the gluino decays exclusively into b or t quark-antiquark pairs. After accounting for the unobserved LSPs, the kinematic properties of events from the T1tttt model are indistinguishable by the analyses considered here to those from alternative simplified models, such as gluino decay to a top squark and an anti-top quark, followed by top squark decay to a top quark and the LSP ( g → t t * , t * → t χ LSP ) [20] . For simplicity, only the T1tttt model is considered.
T2, T2bb, T2tt, T6ttww
The T2 model is a simplified version of squark-antisquark production. Each squark undergoes a two-body decay to a light-flavor quark and the LSP ( q → q χ LSP ). Ignoring the effects of additional radiation and jet reconstruction, this choice produces a final state of 2 jets+E T / . The T2bb and T2tt models are versions of bottom and top squark production, respectively, with the bottom (top) squark decaying to a bottom (top) quark and the LSP. The T6ttww model is a version of direct bottom squark production, with the bottom squark decaying to a top quark, a W boson, and the LSP.
T3w, T3lh
The models with the T3-prefix are also based on gluino pair production. One gluino has a direct decay to a light-flavor quark-antiquark pair and the LSP, as in the T1 model. The other gluino has a cascade decay through an intermediate particle, denoted as χ 0 2 or χ ± 1 . In the T3w model, the cascade decay is a two-body decay of the chargino to a W boson and the LSP. For the T3lh model, the cascade decay is a three-body decay of a heavy neutralino to a lepton pair and the LSP ( χ 0 2 → + − χ LSP ). If a heavy neutralino χ 0 2 decays to the LSP χ LSP and a pair of leptons, the edge occurs at m + − = m χ 0 2 − m χ LSP , corresponding to the region of kinematic phase space where χ LSP is produced at rest in the χ 0 2 rest frame.
T5lnu, T5zz
The models with T5-prefix are also based on gluino pair production. Both gluinos undergo cascade decays. The T5lnu model has each gluino decay to a quark-antiquark pair and chargino that undergoes a three-body decay to a lepton, neutrino, and LSP. The decay can produce SS dileptons, due to the Majorana nature of the gluino. The T5zz model has each gluino decay to a quark-antiquark pair and an intermediate neutralino that undergoes a two-body decay to a Z boson and the LSP. When both Z bosons in an event decay to a quark-antiquark pair, and ignoring the effects of additional radiation and jet reconstruction, the T5zz model produces a final state of 8 jets+E T / .
TChiSlepSlep, TChiwz, TChizz These models are simplified versions of the direct production and decay of charginos and neutralinos or neutralino pairs. The TChiSlepSlep and TChiwz models are versions of chargino-neutralino production. The former has neutralino and chargino cascade decays through a charged slepton to three electrons, muons, and taus in equal rate, while the latter has direct decays to gauge bosons and LSPs. The TChiSlepSlep model does not include the decay χ 0 2 → νν, since this will not produce a multilepton signature. The TChizz model, instead, is a version of neutralino pair production and decay into Z bosons.
T5gg, T5wg
The T5gg model is a version of gluino pair production in which each gluino decays to a quark-antiquark pair and an intermediate neutralino, which further decays to a photon and a massless LSP. The T5wg model, instead, has one gluino decaying to quarkantiquark pair and an intermediate neutralino that decays to a photon and the LSP, and the second gluino decaying to a quark-antiquark pair and a chargino that decays to a W boson and the LSP. The neutralino and chargino masses are set to a common value to allow an interpretation in models of gauge mediation. The intermediate neutralino is labeled as the next-to-LSP (NLSP).
The calculation of A × for each simplified model uses the PYTHIA [42] event generator with the SUSY differential cross sections for gluino, squark-antisquark, and neutralino and chargino pair production. The decays of non-Standard Model particles are performed with a constant amplitude, so that no spin correlations exist between the decay products. The primary particle masses are varied between 100 GeV and 1500 GeV. The theoretical prediction for the production cross section is not needed to calculate [σ × B] UL . However, it is informative to compare the values of [σ × B] UL with the production cross section expected in a benchmark model. The selected benchmark is the CMSSM cross section prediction for gluino pair, squark antisquark, or neutralino and chargino pair production. The cross sections are determined at next-toleading order (σ NLO ) accuracy for gaugino pair production, and at NLO with next-to-leadinglogarithmic contributions (σ NLO+NLL ) for the other processes [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . In both the calculation of particle production and the reference cross sections, extraneous SUSY particles are decoupled. For example, the contributions from squarks are effectively removed by setting the squark mass to a very large value when calculating the acceptance and cross section for gluino pair production. The cross sections are presented under the assumption of unit branching ratios, even for models such as T3w that consider two different decay modes of the gluino.
Limit setting procedure
The method used to set exclusion limits is common to all simplified models and analyses. In this section, the procedure is presented using the interpretation of two different OS dilepton analyses For large x, the signal is expected to have lower H T and higher E T / , and possibly higher-p T leptons. Conversely, for small x, the signal should have higher H T and lower E T / , and possibly lower-p T leptons. Results are shown for a counting experiment based on H T and E T / selections (OS e/µ + E T / ), and the edge reconstruction in the dilepton invariant mass (m + − ) distribution (OS e/µ edge). 
In the first step, the event selection is applied to simulated simplified model events. The ratio of selected to generated events determines A × . The uncertainty on this quantity, which is a necessary input to the limit calculation, is described in the analysis references. This calculation is repeated for different values of the gluino and LSP masses. Values of A × for the two selections are shown in Figure 1 (left).
The acceptance of the E T / -based analysis (top-left) increases with increasing gluino mass, since the E T / and gluino mass are correlated. However, this acceptance decreases for smaller gluino-LSP mass splitting. The acceptance of the edge-based analysis (bottom-left) is relatively larger for small gluino-LSP mass splitting, but decreases for larger gluino mass. This decrease is an artifact of a choice made in the analysis to limit the m + − distribution to m + − < 300 GeV. For small mass splitting, the presence of initial-state radiation (ISR) can strongly influence the experimental acceptance. The uncertainty on ISR is difficult to estimate. For this reason, some analyses report results for only a restricted region of mass splittings.
Estimates of A × , the background, and their uncertainties are used to calculate [σ × B] UL for the given model using the CL s criterion [49, 50] . A gluino and LSP mass pair in a simplified model is excluded if the derived [σ × B] UL result is below the predicted σ NLO+NLL for those mass values.
Values of [σ × B] UL are shown in Figure 1 (right) for the two analyses. The edge analysis (bottom-right) has less a stringent selection on E T / than the counting experiment (top-right): for the former the signal regions are defined by H T > 300 GeV and E T / > 150 GeV, while for the latter different signal regions are obtained requiring high H T (H T > 600 GeV and E T / > 200 GeV), high E T / (H T > 300 GeV and E T / > 275 GeV) or tight selection criteria (H T > 600 GeV and E T / > 275 GeV). As a result, the edge analysis sets stronger limits than the counting analysis in this particular topology.
The expected limit and its experimental uncertainty, together with the observed limit and its theoretical uncertainty based on σ NLO+NLL for gluino pair production, are shown as curves overlaying the exclusion limit. In the case of the OS e/µ edge analysis, the most stringent limit on the gluino mass is obtained at around 900 GeV for low LSP masses and for the OS e/µ + E T / and is at around 775 GeV. The quoted estimates are determined from the observed exclusion based on the theoretical production cross section minus 1σ uncertainty.
The contours of constant A × do not coincide with those of constant [σ × B] UL . For the OS e/µ + E T / , this is an artifact of the changing uncertainty on A × as a function of gluino and LSP masses, signal contamination, and the observed distribution of E T / . In the OS e/µ edge analysis, this occurs because the allowed area of the signal m + − distribution varies with the mass difference between the gluino and LSP.
Results and comparisons
This Section presents the results obtained applying the procedure described in Section 4 to the CMS analyses presented in Section 2. The individual results are described in detail in the analysis references, but comparisons of the results are presented in this paper for the first time. For each analysis, the lower limit on particle masses in a simplified model is determined by comparing [σ × B] UL with the predicted σ NLO+NLL or σ NLO 5  14  22  29  30  28  25  23  21   6  16  24  29  32  29  25  22   7  17  25  30  32  29  25  22   8  18  27  32  34  29  25   9  20  28  32  34  31  26   9  19  28  32  34  31   10  21  30  33  34  30   10  21  28  32  34   10  21  30  33 one with a massless LSP (M0, dark blue in Figure 2 ), one with a fixed mass splitting between the mother particle and the LSP of 200 GeV (∆M200, light blue in Figure 2 ). The results shown in Figure 2 are summarized below.
All-Hadronic
This class of analyses sets limits on those models, such as T1, T2, and T5zz, that produce several jets, but few leptons. The α T and H T +jets analyses yield similar limits in the T1 and T2 models despite the differences in their event selections. In the case of the T5zz model, the M T2 analysis is more sensitive to the model's mass splitting than the H T +jets analysis: for M0, the M T2 analysis sets the stronger limit, while for ∆M200 the H T +jets analysis is more sensitive. This is expected, since the M T2 analysis uses a higher cut on H T than the H T +jets analysis. In general, the limits for the T5zz model are reduced with respect to the T1 and T2 models, because of the reduced amount of E T / in cascade decays.
The E T / +b, the M T2 b, and the α T analyses set limits on the T1bbbb, T1tttt, T2bb, and T2tt 1000  800  600  400  200  0  200  400  600  800  1000 Mass scales [GeV] Hadronic / inclusive Leptonic 4 . The LS and LP analyses are sensitive to the kinematic properties of the W boson produced in the chargino decay. For a large mass splitting between the mother and LSP (M0), the LP and ANN limits are less sensitive to x than the LS limit. For a fixed mass splitting (∆M200), however, the ANN limit is more sensitive. The limits for M0 are stronger for all three analyses, with LP and ANN setting the best limits.
The e/µ ≥ 2b+E T / and e/µ ≥ 3b, Y MET analyses set limits on the T1tttt model.
Opposite-Sign Dileptons
The Z+E T / and JZB analyses both set limits on the T5zz model relying on the leptonic decays of one of the Z bosons. The Z+E T / analysis sets the stronger limit for x = 3 4 and M0, for which more E T / is produced on average. The JZB analysis has the opposite behavior, since the separation between signal and background in the JZB variable is maximized in the signal when the E T / and Z-p T vectors point in the same direction. Therefore, the best limit is set for x = 1 4 . Limits are also set on the T3lh model, with the non-resonant decay of the intermediate neutralino to leptons, by the E T / , the edge-based, and the neural-network-based analyses. The edge-based analysis sets significantly stronger limits.
Same-Sign Dileptons
The T5lnu model produces equal numbers of OS and SS dileptons. Limits are set on the T5lnu model by the SS dilepton analysis. No comparisons are made for the OS dilepton analyses as these are expected to be much less sensitive due to their larger backgrounds.
The SS dilepton analysis with a b-tagged jet is used to set limits on the T1tttt and the T6ttww models. The analysis is not strongly sensitive to mass splittings, and a similar limit is set for the case of M0 or ∆M200.
Multileptons Limits are set on the TChiSlepSlep model, which produces leptons through slepton decays but not through gauge-boson decays. A limit is set on the chargino mass (which equals the heavy neutralino mass) near 500 GeV, which is not strongly dependent on the mass splitting. The limits on the model TChiwz are significantly reduced because of the corresponding reduction from the branching fraction of the gauge bosons into leptons. A limit on the T5zz model is also set. For the ∆M200 case the limit is competitive with the limits set by the hadronic analyses, despite the low Z → + − branching fraction.
Photons Limits are set on the T5gg and T5wg models, which produce two isolated photons and E T / or one isolated photon and E T / , respectively. The one-and two-photon analyses set comparable limits on the T5gg model. In addition, the one-photon analysis sets a competitive limit on the T5wg model.
Inclusive
The razor and razor+b analyses set limits on the T1, T2, T1bbbb, T1tttt, T2bb, and T2tt models. The limits on each of these models are comparable with the best limits set by individual, exclusive analyses. Figure 3 illustrates the best hadronic or leptonic result for each simplified model. Excluding the photon signatures, the best limits for the M0 scenario exclude gluino masses below 1 TeV and squark masses below 800 GeV. For the ∆M200 scenario, the limit is reduced to near 800 GeV and 600 GeV, respectively. The limits on the gluino mass from the photon signatures are near 1.1 TeV, regardless of the mass splitting. Figure 4 illustrates the exclusion contours in the two-dimensional plane of the mother versus LSP mass for the T1 (T1bbbb), T2 (T2bb), T5zz, T3w, T1tttt and T5gg (T5wg) models. The results shown in Figures 2 and 3 are a subset of these results. Regions where the analyses, due to the uncertainty in the acceptance calculation, do not produce a limit are denoted by dashed lines. Figure 4 (upper-left) shows the exclusion contours of the T1 and T1bbbb models using the hadronic and b-tagged hadronic analyses. This tests the dependence on the assumption of whether the gluino decays to light or heavy flavors. Solid (dashed) lines are used for the T1 (T1bbbb) model. The α T analysis covers a larger area in the gluino-LSP mass plane for the T1bbbb model than the hadronic decays do for the T1 model. However, this comparison is only valid if the gluino indeed decays only to bottom quarks. The fully hadronic H T +jets and α T analyses cover a similar region, while the M T2 analysis covers comparatively less. The inclusive analysis is particularly sensitive when the difference in mass between the mother and LSP is small, a situation known as a "compressed spectrum." Figure 4 (upper-right) compares the exclusion contours of the T2 and T2bb models. The α T and H T +jets analyses set similar limits on the T2 model. The α T analysis sets weaker limits on the T2bb model, but the reference cross section is a factor of eight smaller than for the T2 model. The inclusive analysis sets the overall strongest limits, particularly in the low mass splitting region. The limits on the T5gg and T5wg models demonstrate the insensitivity of these photon analyses to the NLSP mass. Also, the requirement on the number of photons (one or two) has little effect on the limit on the T5gg model. The limit on the T5wg model, which has only one signal photon per event, excludes a smaller region than the limit on the T5gg model. Many of the interpretations presented in Figure 4 exclude a gluino mass of less than approximately 1 TeV for a range of LSP masses ranging from 200 to 400 GeV. However, the exclusion of a particle mass in a simplified model using SUSY cross sections involves assumptions. For example, the σ NLO+NLL calculation for gluino pair production depends upon the choice of squark masses. If the light-flavor squarks in a specific model, rather than being decoupled, have masses of a few TeV, the predicted gluino cross sections drop significantly due to destructive interference between different amplitudes. The limits on models with cascade decays, T3w, T5lnu, and T5zz, assume a branching fraction of unity for a gluino decay to a chargino or neutralino. However, a realistic MSSM model would contain a degenerate chargino-neutralino pair, reducing the branching fraction to . Furthermore it should be noted that the lower limits on the sparticle masses have been derived for cross sections based on the spin assumed in the CMSSM. Also, the model T2 assumes degenerate copies of left-and right-handed lightflavor squarks, while a realistic model may have a significant mass hierarchy between different squark flavors or eigenstates. As mentioned earlier, the model T2tt has no spin correlation between the neutralino and the top quark decay products, while such a correlation will arise in the MSSM depending on the mixture of interaction quantum states in the mass quantum states of the top squark and the neutralino. The information contained in this paper and in the supplementary references can be used to set limits if any of these assumptions, or others, are removed or weakened. It must also be noted that the exclusion limits discussed here only serve to broadly summarize simplified model results; the full information on the exclusion power of an analysis in the context of simplified models is contained in the exclusion limits on the production cross section, as shown in Figure 1 . This information is contained in the analysis references. A final caveat can be made regarding the setting of limits in simplified models. Since only one signal process is considered, potential backgrounds are ignored from other signal processes that may arise in a complete model.
Summary
The simplified model framework is a recently-developed method for interpreting the results of searches for new physics. This paper contains a compilation of simplified model interpretations of CMS supersymmetry analyses based on 2011 data. For each simplified model and analysis, an upper limit on the product of the cross section and branching fraction is derived as a function of hypothetical particle masses. Additionally, lower limits on particle masses are determined by comparing the 95% CL upper limit on the product of the cross section and branching fraction to the predicted cross section in Supersymmetry for the pair of primary particles. These lower limits depend upon theoretical assumptions that are described earlier in this Figure 4: The 95% CL exclusion limits on the produced particle and LSP masses in the models T1(T1bbbb), T2(T2bb), T5zz, T3w, T1tttt, and T5gg(T5wg). The grey area represents the region where the decay mode is forbidden. Figure 5 : The 95% CL exclusion limits and the predicted cross section for the produced particle masses with a fixed LSP mass in the models T1(T1bbbb), T2(T2bb), T1tttt, T2tt, TChiSlepSlep and TChiwz.
paper. They should not be regarded as general exclusions on Supersymmetric particle masses.
The most stringent results for a few simplified models are summarized here. If the primary particles are gluinos that each decay to quark-antiquark pair and a neutralino, a gluino of mass of approximately 1 TeV is excluded for a neutralino of mass 50 GeV. These masses correspond to an upper limit on the gluino pair production cross section of approximately 10 fb. The excluded mass increases if each gluino decays to a bottom quark-antiquark pair and a neutralino, while the excluded mass decreases if each gluino decays to a top quark-antiquark pair and a neutralino. The excluded mass also decreases if the gluino undergoes a cascade of decays. If the primary particles are four squark-antisquark pairs, and each squark decays to a light-flavor quark and a neutralino, a squark mass of approximately 800 GeV is excluded for a neutralino of mass 50 GeV, corresponding to an upper limit on the squark-antisquark production cross section of approximately 10 fb. The excluded mass for a single bottom-antibottom squark pair is 550 GeV. The comparable exclusion in mass for a single top-antitop squark pair is approximately 150 GeV lower. In the case of the electroweak production of a chargino-neutralino pair, the upper limit on the cross section is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the corresponding limit for gluino pair production at the same mass.
The predictions for experimental acceptance and exclusion limits on cross sections presented here for a range of simplified models and mass parameters can be used to constrain other theoretical models and compare different analyses. [16] CMS Collaboration, "Inclusive search for supersymmetry using the razor variables in pp collisions at √ s = 7 TeV", (2012). arXiv:1212.6961. Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett.
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